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http://nbo.icann.org/node/8912

[09:06] Tina_Dam: hi everybody, is this meeting started?
[09:07] Robert_Hogg: just getting started tina. gabi wants you to dial in
[09:07] Tina_Dam: im dialed in
[09:08] Tina_Dam: just hearing chris now, good audio
[09:08] Robert_Hogg: can you hear Chris now?
[09:08] Robert_Hogg: gr8
[09:43] Tina_Dam: just FYI audio is great remoely
[09:50] Tina_Dam: FYI, no audio remoely
[09:50] Tina_Dam: remotely
[09:50] Tina_Dam: as in - none at all, almost sounds like we are on mute or soemthing like that
BArt: It is worked on

Tina_Dam: i have no sound
Tina_Dam: on the phone that is
BArt: Okay passed the message
Tina_Dam: just had a small glitch of sound, but back to mute
Tina_Dam: audio is now back, remotely/phone
Tina_Dam: :) 
Tina_Dam: audio is nw off again
Tina_Dam: but i heard the this was the end of the IDN session, so I will leave the room
Tina_Dam: Bart, feel free to catch me if anything IDN related comes up
Tina_Dam: im online, just in another session
BArt: Will do
Marco_Loren: test - ignore
Calvin: sound gone?
Calvin: back
Nigel_Rober: Can some one remind me of the audio link URL please?
Gabi: Nigel - all information is available at http://nbo.icann.org/node/8912
Nigel_Rober: thanks
Gabi: Sorry all. Adobe had a problem, we're trying to catch up
Nigel_Rober: is the audio down??
Nigel_Rober: the audio is machine gun sounds now!